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Brain Vacuolation Resulting From Administration of
the Type II Ampakine CX717 Is An Artifact Related to
Molecular Structure and Chemical Reaction With
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Ampakines are small molecule positive allosteric modulators of the alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid (AMPA). One class II (“low impact”) ampakine, CX717, has been implicated to have a neurotoxic effect based on findings
in nonclinical, long-term toxicity studies. The neurotoxicity concerns, which halted the clinical development of the
molecule, arose due to a finding of extensive white matter vacuolation in multiple brain regions of animals that were
administered high doses of CX717 in several test species (unpublished data). This work characterized the features and a
potential mechanism by which ampakines induce vacuoles in brain tissue. Brain sections from adult rats given CX717
(750 mg/kg BID by oral gavage) exhibited no vacuoles with acute or short-term dosing. However, after 14 or more days
of treatment, vacuoles were prominent in cerebellum, globus pallidus, and hippocampus. Vacuole margins were lined
by glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), and by transmission electron microscopy were shown to be astrocyte processes.
CX717-associated vacuoles occurred in formaldehyde-fixed specimens but not flash-frozen samples. Time-course experiments
showed that brain tissue slices from CX717-treated animals exhibit no vacuoles until immersed in formaldehyde fixative,
whereupon vacuoles form and expand in a time-dependent manner. Chemical interactions in test tube experiments have
demonstrated that the combination of CX717 and formalin in an aqueous solution produces an exothermic reaction. Taken
together, the data indicate that CX717 does not induce vacuoles in vivo, but rather is associated with astrocyte vacuolation post
mortem, likely as the ampakine reacts with formalin to produce gas pockets in brain parenchyma.
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The alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
(AMPA) receptor mediates the majority of fast glutamatergic
transmission in the central nervous system, and therefore represents an excellent target to enhance neuronal signaling.

Ampakines are small molecule, positive allosteric modulators of
the AMPA receptor that readily cross the blood-brain barrier to
potentiate glutamate signaling. A number of ampakine molecules have been evaluated in human clinical trials as potential
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therapies for a variety of neurological disorders including
Alzheimer’s disease (Danysz, 2002), attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Rueda et al., 2009), depression (Kara et al., 2015),
schizophrenia (Goff et al., 2008, opiate-induced respiratory depression (Oertel et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2009), sleep deprivation
(Wesensten et al., 2007), and sleep apnea (unpublished data).
Although select ampakines have demonstrated therapeutic potential in clinical trials, to date, no ampakine molecule has been
approved for clinical use.
The ampakines can be grouped into two classes based on
the chemical scaffold upon which each class has been designed.
The high-impact or class I ampakines are based on cyclothiazide, and bind to the cyclothiazide-binding site on the AMPA
glutamate receptor. The high impact molecules prolong deactivation and inhibit desensitization, thus prolonging synaptically
evoked neuronal response duration. The low-impact or class II
ampakines are based on the structure of aniracetam, do not
bind to the cyclothiazide-binding site, and primarily increase
amplitude of synaptic responses of neurons. Kinetic receptor
modeling demonstrates that high-impact ampkines primarily
slow AMPA receptor channel closing, whereas low-impact
ampakines preferentially accelerate channel opening (Arai and
Kessler, 2007). The low-impact ampakines, including CX717,
CX1739, and CX1942 potentiate field excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (fEPSPs) in hippocampal slice neurons, increasing
amplitude of response by roughly 25%–30%. This neuronal response is in direct contrast to the high-impact ampakines,
which increase fEPSPs by 300% or more, and therefore provoke
seizures at high concentrations. It is postulated that the classes
I and II ampakines are differential biased agonists of the AMPA
glutamate receptor, which acts not only as a gated ion channel
to promote neuron firing, but also through G-Protein signaling
mechanisms that facilitate long-term potentiation, neurochemical response, and other downstream cellular processes (Ingvar
et al., 1997, Lynch and Gall, 2013).
Results of preclinical and clinical studies demonstrate that
the class II ampakines have comparable potencies of 5–15 mg/kg
in both animal models and in humans for enhancing attention,
improving cognition, and preventing opioid induced respiratory
depression (Greer and Ren, 2009; Haw et al., 2016; Ingvar, 1997;
Oertel, 2010; Silverman et al., 2013; and data on file).
One key challenge in the clinical development of ampakines
has been the concern that these neuroactive agents may elicit
neurotoxicity. The ampakines currently in clinical development
include the class II or “Low Impact” (Arai et al., 2002; Greer and
Ren, 2009) molecule CX717. The safety concerns about ampakines arose during the clinical development of CX717 based on
findings in long-term nonclinical toxicity studies (unpublished
data). In 90-day rat and nonhuman primate dose escalation
studies, microscopic evaluation of brain sections demonstrated
that animals treated repeatedly with high doses of CX717 for
several weeks or longer consistently exhibited prominent
vacuoles in brain parenchyma when evaluated using standard
histopathologic methods. Although not associated with in-life
neurological dysfunction, the extent of vacuolation led to the
delay of further development of CX717 until the pathogenesis of
the vacuolation could be defined.
We note that vacuoles in brain parenchyma are a common
histopathologic finding that can result from several potential
mechanisms associated with excitotoxicity, prion diseases, and
spongiform encephalopathies. For example, neuronal injury
leading to cell death and disintegration is a means by which
classical excitotoxic molecules (eg, domoic acid, kainic acid)
may produce spaces in brain domains with vulnerable neuron

populations, especially the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and hippocampus (Strain and Tasker, 1991). Parenchymal vacuolation
(or “spongiform degeneration” of axons and/or neuron cell bodies) is a chronic consequence of neuron infection with prion
particles (Ye and Carp, 1996). These types of vacuoles caused by
neurotoxins or infection are associated with neuronal degeneration, which is not found in CX717 treated animals.
Alternatively, vacuoles may develop by accumulation of fluid
within astrocyte processes (Garman, 2011) or myelin (Peters,
2009), and artefactual vacuoles may arise by extraction of white
matter constituents during routine tissue processing, especially
an extended holding period in alcohol during the paraffin infiltration step of embedding (Rastogi et al., 2013).
Understanding that certain neurotoxic and infectious mechanisms of vacuolation represent genuine lesions to astroglia
that are essential to neuroprotection and normal function
(Bélanger and Magistretti, 2009, Kimmelberg and Nedergaard,
2010), and therefore would thwart development of a new neuroactive molecule, the current studies were undertaken to investigate the specific mechanisms by which ampakines elicit brain
vacuoles and to explore the functional impact of vacuole induction. Our hypotheses, based on the absence of clinical signs of
neurological dysfunction associated with neuronal damage,
were that (1) the brain vacuolation induced by CX717 arises
from an interaction of the test article with reagents involved in
tissue fixation and/or processing rather than through any inherent neurotoxic potential of the ampakine class, and that (2) the
affected neural cells are of glial origin. To test these hypotheses,
we conducted a series of in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo experiments.
Based on our robust dataset, we now can show that CX717induced brain vacuoles are artifacts arising in astrocytes post
mortem through an exothermic reaction of the ampakine with
formalin during tissue fixation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethical Treatment of Animals
The animal work was conducted as a series of studies between 100
2006 and 2007 and in 2015 in accordance with then extant federal (Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 2001) and
relevant International Conference on Harmonization (ICH S6 R1,
1997) Harmonized Tripartite Guidelines using generally accepted methods for testing pharmaceutical compounds as set 105
forth in “Principles for the Utilization and Care of Vertebrate
Animals Used in Testing, Research, and Training” (Federal
Register, 1985). Experimental protocols for each study were approved in advance by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
110
Committee.
Animals and Husbandry
Young adult, male and female Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles
River Laboratories) were quarantined for one week before initiation of each study. All rats were housed (n ¼ 1/cage) in filtercapped polycarbonate cages, supplied with commercial pelleted 115
chow and filter-purified tap water ad libitum, and were housed
in a room with constant temperature (21 C 6 2  C) and humidity
(45% 6 10%). Animals were exposed to 12 h of light daily.
Ampakines
“Low Impact, Class II” Ampakines designated CX717, CX1739, or 120
CX1763 (active metabolite of CX1942, a prodrug ester) (Figure 1)
were utilized as test articles. These agents have a common oxadiazole N-oxide structure, varying based on the arrangement of
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of CX717, CX1739, and CX1763.

their rings and side groups. All ampakines were solubilized in
0.5% methylcellulose and 0.1% Tween 20 (“vehicle”) for in vivo
and ex vivo studies.
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In Vivo Studies
Ampakine treatment in rats. Ampakines were administered in vivo
at total daily doses of 1500 (CX717), 750 (CX1739), or 1000
(CX1763) mg/kg body weight/d. Agents were given in 2 equal
doses by oral gavage at an interval of 8 h. An acute dose study of
CX1739 was conducted at doses up to 1500 mg/kg. In-life procedures and necropsies were performed at MPI Research
(Mattawan, Micigan).
Ampakine treatment in monkeys. CX717 was administered to in
BID doses of 0, 75, 125, 225, and 300 mg/kg to Cynomolgus monkeys daily for 90 consecutive days. Agents were given in two
equal doses by oral gavage at an interval of 8 h. In-life procedures and necropsies were performed at MPI Research
(Mattawan, Micigan).
Brain processing. Immersion Protocol. At necropsy, animals were
deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (by intraperitoneal [IP] injection) and then decapitated. The mandible was detached, the skin and calvaria were removed to expose the brain,
and the head was fixed by immersion in either neutral buffered
10% formalin (NBF) containing methanol as a stabilizing agent
or in modified Karnovsky’s fixative (4% methanol-free formaldehyde [MFF, freshly reconstituted from paraformaldehyde
powder] plus 0.2% glutaraldehyde in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7.4). Brains were fixed in situ for at least 72 h prior to transfer
(by overnight shipping in fixative) to the histology facility.
Perfusion Protocol. At necropsy, animals were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital IP, and a thoracotomy was
performed to expose the heart. Solutions were introduced
through a 16-gauge needle placed in the left ventricle, while fluids were drained from an incision in the right atrium. Fixation
was undertaken by introducing ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) for two minutes followed by one of three fixatives: 4% MFF in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4; modified
Karnovsky’s solution (4% MFF/0.2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4); or glacial acetic acid/ethanol (1: 6).
Fixatives were perfused at room temperature (RT) for 10–15
min, with one exception noted below. Solutions were perfused
at constant pressure using gravity. Following perfusion, heads
were removed, the calvaria was removed, and the whole head
was immersed in the same fixative. Brains were fixed overnight
in situ at 4  C; brains fixed in glacial acetic acid/ethanol were
transferred to NBF after 2 h prior to overnight refrigeration. Two
special steps were employed for certain MFF-fixed brains. First,
some animals were perfused with AQIX (AQIX, London, UK), a
solution designed to extend tissue viability time when shipping
donor organs, followed by ice-cold 4% MFF. Second, some MFF-

fixed brains were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose (in 4% MFF) for 50
shipping.
Freezing Protocol. At necropsy, animals were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital IP. The brain was removed
rapidly (<45 s), flash-frozen in an isopentane bath cooled by
55
floating dry ice chips, and then stored at –80  C.
Brain Processing for Light Microscopic Analysis. All brains
were shipped in fresh fixative or (for specimens destined for
cryosectioning) on dry ice to the histology facility of
Experimental Pathology Laboratories, Inc. (Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina) or to Consultants in Veterinary Pathology, 60
Inc. (Murrysville, Pennsylvania). Specimens were trimmed
according to a recognized scheme (Garman et al., 2001) to produce 8–11 coronal slices and embedded routinely in paraffin.
Serial sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E,
to assess general tissue architecture); Fluoro-Jade B (FJB, to de- 65
tect dying and dead neurons); or Bielschowsky’s silver (to highlight neuron and axon degeneration). Brains sections from
selected studies were also labeled by indirect immunohistochemistry to demonstrate the astrocyte marker glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP). Key structures available for analysis in 70
brain sections from all animals were cerebral cortex (frontal, parietal, piriform, temporal, occipital); striatum (including caudate, globus pallidus, and putamen); hippocampus; thalamus;
hypothalamus; midbrain (colliculi and periaqueductal gray);
75
cerebellum; pons; and medulla oblongata.
Brain Processing for Ultrastructural Analysis. Selected
blocks of globus pallidus and cerebellum (ie, the two most
affected brain regions following extended high-dose CX717
treatment) from some perfusion-fixed brains were shipped
overnight in modified Karnovsky’s fixative to the Laboratory 80
for Neurotoxicity Studies at the Virginia-Maryland Regional
College of Veterinary Medicine (Blacksburg, Virginia). Blocks
were post-fixed by immersion in 3.0% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 for 2 h at 4  C; postfixed again by
immersion in 0.1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h at 4  C; and then 85
processed into PolyBed epoxy resin according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Multiple blocks per rat (n ¼ 2 control and
2 CX717-treated) were sectioned at 1 micron and then stained
with toluidine blue and safranin. Following a noncoded (nonblinded) evaluation by light microscopy, thin sections (approxi- 90
mately 50-nm thick) from one representative block per rat were
stained using lead citrate and uranyl acetate and then examined using a Zeiss 10CA transmission electron microscope.
Cytoarchitectural changes were evaluated against the expected
ultrastructural appearance (Peters et al., 2008) of neurons and 95
glia. Ultrastructural images included in this article were edited
slightly but globally using Adobe Photoshop CS2 to enhance
brightness and contrast.
Brain Processing to Evaluate the Relationship Between
Anesthesia and Tissue Handling Techniques. Brains were han- 100
dled in four different ways as follows: (1) rats were anesthetized
with sodium pentobarbital, decapitated, and their brains fixed
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by immersion in 10% NBF; (2) rats were decapitated without
prior anesthesia and the brains similarly fixed by immersion in
NBF; (3) rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital after
which the brains were rapidly removed and “snap frozen” in a
mixture of dry ice and isopentane; (4) rats were decapitated
without prior anesthesia and the brains similarly “snap frozen”
in a mixture of dry ice and isopentane. Two coronal slices were
prepared from each of the frozen brains—one at approximately
the level of the anterior commissure and the other through the
middle of the cerebellum. All tissues were processed for either
cryosectioning (frozen coronal slices) or for paraffin (immersion-fixed brains). Nine coronal slices were prepared from each
of the immersion-fixed brains and these slices multiplyembedded within two paraffin blocks. Eight cryostatic step sections were prepared from each of the frozen brains—5 from the
region of the striatum and three through the cerebellum. All
sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
for microscopic evaluation. Photomicrographs were collected
in Nikon Electronic Format (NEF) and were then batchconverted to JPEG format using Nikon Capture software.
Photomicrographs were resized in Adobe Photo Shop CS and
arrows added where appropriate. Other than for the addition of
arrows and for slight sharpening or contrast enhancement,
no digital manipulations were performed on the images. In addition to the photomicrographs, selected histologic sections
were scanned using a Nikon Super Coolscan 4000 slide scanner
along with a microscope slide adapter. These scans were similarly adjusted slightly for contrast and sharpened in Adobe
Photo Shop CS.
Ex Vivo Studies—Tissue Slice Preparations
Ampakine treatment. Rats were treated with CX717 in vivo at 1,
500 mg/kg body weight/d for 14 days in the animal facility of
Cortex Pharmaceuticals (Irvine, California), after which live animals were transported to the Gillespie Neuroscience Research
Facility at the University of California—Irvine (Irvine,
California). Agents were given in two equal doses by oral gavage
at an interval of 8 h.
Brain removal and sectioning. Rats were deeply anesthetized with
sodium pentobarbital IP and then decapitated. Whole brains
were removed rapidly (45 s) and immediately sliced.
Slice Preparation. Slices (140 or 350 mm thickness) were prepared on a Leica Vibroslicer and maintained on three separate
electrophysiological recording set-ups using conventional slice
recording techniques (Kramer et al., 2004). All sections assessed
were alive and healthy after cutting as indicated by electrophysiological evaluation. Slices were kept in oxygenated artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) until use. The composition of the aCSF
(in mM) was 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 KH2PO4, 2.5 MgSO4, 3.4 CaCl2,
26 NaHCO3, and 10 glucose (Kramar et al., 2004). The aCSF was
maintained at 31 C (61 C).
Slice Allocation. Slices allocated to electrophysiological analysis (see below) were distributed to 2 whole-cell recording
chambers, where they were submerged and perfused with constantly recirculating, oxygenated aCSF, and to an interface
chamber designed for extracellular recording; in the latter slices
were maintained in an interface configuration with constant
aCSF bath perfusion and the upper face of the slice exposed to a
O2/CO2 atmosphere. The aCSF in all chambers was maintained
at 31 C (61 C). Following or in lieu of electrophysiological recording, tissue slices were processed using one of 3 histological
procedures (see below) to permit microscopic examination.

Electrophysiological analysis. Microscopy. Infrared photomicroscopy was used in association with whole-cell recordings. For
the extracellular recording cases, the slices were removed from
the chamber, placed on a slide in warm aerated aCSF, and photographed with a high-resolution, wide angle, bright field microscope. Low- and high-magnification photomicrographs were
collected from multiple sites within the globus pallidus and striatum (ie, caudate/putamen) in all specimens. This array of procedures was used in an effort to sample as much tissue as
possible from a given animal.
Recordings. Whole cell recordings were made from visually
identified neuronal cell bodies. Cells in the target region were
substantially smaller than the vacuoles observed during
previous histopathologic evaluations (unpublished data); accordingly, vacuoles, if present, were detectable by the experimenters. Two types of electrophysiological data were collected:
(1) evoked responses (ie, excitatory postsynaptic currents
[EPSCs] and inhibitory postsynaptic currents [IPSCs]) for the
whole cell clamp recordings, and excitatory field potentials
[EPSPs] for extracellular recordings) elicited by stimulation of
the fascicles of axons running through the striatum; and (2)
spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs in the whole cell clamp recordings. Recordings were collected for responses evoked in the (a)
cortical-striatal system with recordings made in the caudate/
putamen (traces designated “striatum” or “CPu”) and (b) the
striato-pallidal system with recordings collected from the
globus pallidus (traces designated “globus pallidus” or “GP”).
Traces were collected for each projection system from 4
ampakine-treated and 2 vehicle-treated rats.
Preparations demonstrated that evoked responses can be
recorded using both whole cell and field recording techniques
in all animals. Functional status of AMPA-mediated signaling in
brain slices was confirmed by spiking the aCSF with 10 mM of
DNQX (6, 7-dinitroquinoxaline-2, 3-dione; (Sigma-Aldridge, St.
Louis, MO), an AMPA and kainate receptor antagonist.
Neurohistological analysis. In most rats, adjacent slices were prepared using two or all three methods to demonstrate concordance of the findings across neurohistologic procedures.
Technique No. 1 was to produce unfixed sections by removing
a freshly acquired 350-lm-thick slice from the vibratome, rapidly
freezing it on a 25  C platform, and then producing 20- to 25-lm
thick cryostat sections. These sections were air-dried at 20  C and
only then immersion-fixed for 15 min at 20  C in 4% MFF in 0.1 M
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 prior to H&E staining.
For Technique No. 2, freshly acquired or reallocated (ie, previously used for electrophysiological recording), 350-lm thick
slices were fixed overnight, cryoprotected by immersion in 20%
sucrose in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer for 20–60 min at 4  C,
and then sectioned at 25 lm. These sections were air-dried at
20  C and only then immersion-fixed for 15 min at 20  C in 4%
MFF in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 prior to H&E
staining.
Technique No. 3 evaluated the time-course for vacuole formation by placing freshly acquired, 140-lm thick slices on microscope slides and then examining them after either air-drying
at 20  C only (ie, unfixed) or after air-drying at 20  C followed by
immersion fixation for 1–30 min prior to rinsing in 0.1 M sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. Sections were stained with cresyl violet, which emphasizes neuronal populations.
In Vitro Studies—Mechanistic Chemistry
Chemistry experiments were conducted in 3-neck (25 ml) round
bottom flasks using 1.5, 15, and 16.5 ml, respectively, of the final
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Figure 2. Distribution of CX717-induced Brain Vacuoles. A, Vacuolation is extensive as indicated by clear spaces in the basal ganglia at the level of the globus pallidus
and rostral (anterior) thalamus (section on left) and the caudate-putamen (section on right). Vacuolation also involves the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus to a lesser
degree (section on left). B, Globus pallidus from a control male demonstrating normal structure. C, Globus pallidus of a CX717-treated male rat with vacuolation. D,
Cerebellar cortex from a control male rat showing normal structure. E, Cerebellar cortex of a CX717-treated male rat showing abundant vacuolation as a band of clear
vacuoles in the Purkinje neuron layer (lower left), diffusely in the white matter (upper right), and scattered within the granule cell layer (middle). Despite prominent
vacuolation, all of the Purkinje and granule neurons are cytologically normal in appearance. F, Dentate gyrus of the hippocampus of a CX717-treated male rat showing
scattered vacuoles along the base of the upper blade of the granule neuron layer. G. Dentate gyrus of the hippocampus from a separate CX717-treated animal to demonstrate the substantial inter-animal variation in treatment-related vacuolation. Samples: brain from rats givens vehicle or CX717 for 3 months. Processing: Formalin
fixation by perfusion, paraffin embedding, H&E stain.
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reaction mixtures for each test article (defined blow). Solutions
began at RT (ie, initial temperature of reaction mixture, as
measured at 0 min for each independent experiment). With solutions undergoing constant stirring, the temperature was measured continuously for 30 min with a K-type thermocouple
using a Fluke multimeter (Fluke Biomedical Division of Fluke
Electronics Corporation, Everett, Waltham).
In the first series, the reaction mixture consisted of CX717
(2.04 g) added to 1.5 ml of methanol. In a second series, the reaction mixture was CX7I7 (2.04 g) added to 15 ml of NBF (freshly
prepared according to Aldrich product specifications). In the
third series, the reaction mixture combined CX717 (2.04 g) with
1.5 ml of methanol, followed immediately by the addition of
15 ml of NBF.
Figure 3. Vacuoles track along neurons and blood vessels. Cerebellum from a fe-

15

RESULTS

male monkey showing moderate vacuolation within the Purkinje neuron layer

Character of CX717-Associated Brain Vacuolation
Long-term, high-dose treatment with CX717 results in the appearance of vacuoles in multiple brain regions (Figure 2). The
globus pallidus was affected most extensively, but prominent

blood vessel that extends through both of these affected neuron layers, and that
the neurons adjacent to vacuoles exhibit no evidence of degeneration or necro-

and underlying granule cell layer. Note how the vacuoles track along a Y-shaped

sis. Samples: brain from a cynomolgus monkey given oral doses of CX717 (300
mg/kg BID) for 3 months. Processing: Formalin fixation by perfusion, paraffin
embedding, H&E stain.
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Figure 4. Vacuoles occur in astrocytes in the absence of astrocyte hypertrophy/hyperplasia. A, CA1 pyramidal neuron layer of the hippocampus of a CX717-treated rat
demonstrating moderate vacuolation in the absence of astrocyte hypertrophy and hyperplasia as well as neuron degeneration. B, Ventral globus pallidus from a
CX717-treated rat showing that numerous vacuoles are bordered by thin rims labeled by GFAP (arrows) in the absence of astrocyte hypertrophy or hyperplasia.
Samples: brains from rats given CX717 for 3 months. Processing: Formalin fixation by perfusion, paraffin embedding, indirect immunohistochemistry to detect GFAP
(an astrocyte marker), hematoxylin counterstain.

Figure 5. Vacuoles represent swollen astrocytes. A, Early stage of vacuole formation is indicated by pale-staining cytoplasmic swelling of an astrocytic process
encircled by a bundle of myelinated nerve fibers (magnification 5000). There is separation of a bundle of filaments and membranes and vesicular bodies in the cell.
Part of a larger vacuole is present at the upper right (*). Adjacent myelinated fibers are intact. B, Later evolution of vacuoles is showcased by a large, pale-staining perivascular vacuole adjacent to a capillary (*). This vacuole has a multiloculated profile with focal rupture of a thin intercellular septum (arrow). There is protrusion of a
membranous body from an adjacent neurite (arrowhead). A membrane encloses a portion of the vacuole (curved arrow). Samples: transmission electron micrographs
of brain from a rat given 1500 mg/kg CX717 for 14 days. Processing: Formalin fixation by perfusion, post-fixation by glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide, embedding
in epoxy resin, lead citrate, and uranyl acetate staining.
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vacuolation also occurred (in descending order of severity) in
the ventral pallidum and basal forebrain, cerebellar cortex
(chiefly the Purkinje neuron layer), deep cerebellar nuclei, hippocampus, thalamus, midbrain, and caudate-putamen (ie, striatum). Other brain regions affected in some animals (especially
males) included cerebral cortex, the septal nuclei, nucleus
accumbens, stratum compactum of the substantia nigra, and
the amygdala. Vacuole severity was greater in animals treated
at higher doses and/or for longer periods of time. Lesions typically were bilaterally symmetrical. Vacuole severity was variable but typically was moderate or marked.
Vacuoles appeared within neuropil and myelinated fiber
bundles as single or grouped, oval to round, colorless spaces. At
the light microscopic level, vacuoles were not present within
the neuronal cytoplasm but instead occurred adjacent to neurons—sometimes compressing their soma—and tracking along
small blood vessels (Figure 3); this distribution suggested that

the vacuoles might represent swollen astrocytic processes.
Vacuoles were not associated with hypertrophy or hyperplasia
of GFAP-expressing astrocytes, but thin GFAP tendrils bordered
many but not vacuoles (Figure 4), thereby reinforcing the likelihood that vacuoles represent swollen astrocytic processes.
At the ultrastructural level, vacuoles in the globus pallidus
exhibited a sequence of changes by which nascent vacuoles expanded into large spaces. In early stages, affected astrocytes
were swollen, as shown by separation of organelles and filament bundles, and had electron-lucent (“pale”) cytoplasm
(Figure 5). These swollen perivascular cells developed large,
membrane-limited intracellular spaces, some of which contained residual bundles of filaments or fine granular material
but few organelles. In later stages, vacuoles developed multiloculated profiles subdivided by thin membranous septae.
Over time, outer membranes and internal septae within affected astrocytes often ruptured, which on occasion allowed
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Figure 6. Neurons in vacuolated regions are not affected. A and B, Cerebellar cortex of a CX717-treated male monkey stained with FJB, a stain utilized to demonstrate
neuronal degeneration and necrosis. Although large numbers of vacuoles (black spaces) are present in the Purkinje neuron and granule neuron layers (pale green parenchyma), there is no evidence of neuronal degeneration or death (ie, bright green Fluoro-Jade staining). C, Intact Purkinje cell body (arrow) adjacent to vacuoles (magnification 5000). D, Intact granule cell neuron in an affected region (magnification 6300). Samples: brains from monkeys given CX717 (300 mg/kg BID) for 3 months.
Processing, Fluoro Jade B: Formalin fixation by perfusion, paraffin embedding, Fluro Jade B. Processing, electron microscopy: Formalin fixation by perfusion, postfixation by glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide, embedding in epoxy resin, lead citrate and uranyl acetate staining.
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incorporation of small unmyelinated axon profiles into the
vacuole.
A striking feature of CX717-associated vacuolation was the
absence of neuronal injury. No evidence of neuron degeneration
(Figs. 3 and 4) or death (Figure 6) was observed, even in neuroanatomic regions characterized by large numbers of vacuoles.
Vacuoles often extended to and sometimes substantially compressed neuronal cell bodies, but the intrusion did not produce
any cytoarchitectural changes within encroached neurons.
Similarly, neither demyelination nor myelinated fiber degeneration was observed in neuropil.
Time Course and Permanence of CX717-Associated Brain
Vacuolation
Vacuoles did not appear in any brain samples from any animals
following CX717 administration for 1 or 7 days. In contrast, after
14 days, tissue samples from all CX717-treated rats exhibited
para-neuronal and perivascular vacuoles in multiple brain
regions. In animals treated for longer periods, the vacuoles
appeared to increase in size, seemingly via fusion of previously
smaller spaces, to yield lesions of moderate to marked grade. This
confluence was not associated with edema of the adjacent neuropil, suggesting that the blood-brain barrier remained intact.
Vacuole severity was substantially reduced in tissue samples from animals allowed a recovery period. Fewer samples
had vacuoles after two weeks without CX717 treatment, and
brain samples from only one animal had any definitive vacuoles

after eight weeks. The severity of vacuoles also receded over
time, usually appearing as a minimal or mild change.
Impact of Fixation on CX717-Associated Brain Vacuolation
During in vivo studies, CX717-associated vacuoles in paraffinembedded sections were detected only in brains that had been
fixed in aldehydes. Vacuoles were more prominent in specimens fixed by immersion rather than by perfusion. Vacuoles
also were larger where the initial fixative was an aldehyde
rather than another fixative (eg, glacial acetic acid/ethanol).
Vacuoles did develop in frozen sections if the tissues subsequently were fixed in aldehyde (Figure 7). In contrast, vacuoles
did not occur in unfixed sections from CX717-treated rats or in
vehicle-treated animals, regardless of the fixation regimen
(Figure 7).
Ex vivo brain slice preparations from CX717-treated rats did
not exhibit vacuoles in the absence of aldehyde fixation
(Figure 8), during electrophysiological recording by both infrared and bright-field microscopy (140- or 350-lm thick sections)
(Figure 9). If slices were fixed in aldehyde before sectioning,
vacuoles did develop starting at 1–2 min after commencement
of fixation (Figure 10). Vacuole numbers and sizes increased
with the length of fixation (Figure 10).
Impact of CX717 Treatment on Electrophysiological Activity
Extracellular field recordings were performed on 4 CX717treated and two vehicle-control animals. Representative
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recordings from each animal evaluated are presented in (Figure
11). Recordings of input-output (I/O) curves of local field potentials collected in the caudate/putamen confirmed that slices
from all animals exhibited robust synaptic responses.
Antagonist application (DNQX) verified that the glutamatergic
cortico-striatal projections were fully functional. Responses to
stimulation of striatal projections emanating from the caudate/
putamen were recorded within the globus pallidus (ie, the most
susceptible brain region following CX717 treatment). Response
amplitudes were stimulation-polarity independent (Figure 11A)
and exhibited a positive relationship to stimulation intensity

that reached a maximum as would be expected for synaptic
responses (Figs. 11C–F). Responses recorded from slices from
CX717-treated rats showed no discernable difference in the size
or shape to responses relative to recordings collected from
vehicle-treated animals (compare Figs. 11C–F).
Whole-cell electrophysiological recordings were performed
within the caudate/putamen in slices from the same animals
described earlier. Stable IPSCs were recorded in slices from all
animals, and I/O curves measured from ampakine-treated animals were not different from vehicle-treated controls (Figs. 11G
and 11H).
Vacuologenic Potential of Other Ampakines
The possibility that class II (“low impact”) ampakines as a drug
class induce vacuoles in brain parenchyma was investigated by
treating rats with other related molecules. Animals given either
CX1739 (750 mg/kg/d BID) for 14 days or 4 weeks or CX1763 (1000
mg/kg/d BID) for 14 days did not develop neuropil vacuolation
even though they had been processed routinely (Bolon et al.,
2013) by immersion fixation in NBF (Figure 12). As with CX717,
these other class II ampakines did not elicit neuron degeneration or gliosis.

Figure 7. Vacuoles do not develop in tissue not exposed to aldehyde. Globus pallidus from a CX717-treated rat, demonstrating the absence of large vacuoles in
cryosectioned tissue that was not fixed using an aldehyde-based solution.
Samples: brains from rats given CX717 for 3 months. Processing: Rapid removal
of unfixed brain, cryosectioning without prior fixation, brief fixation in isopentane, H&E stain.

Interaction Between CX717 and Tissue-Fixing Agents: Potential
Mechanism of Vacuole Induction
When CX717 was added to either a methanol- or formaldehydecontaining solution, no change in temperature was observed.
However, when CX717 was added to a solution containing both
methanol and formaldehyde (ie, a composition mirroring that
of commercial NBF), a 7.3 C rise in temperature was recorded
over a period of 30 min.

Figure 8. Vacuoles do not develop in unfixed living brain slices. Infrared (top) and bright-field (bottom) photomicrographs of the globus pallidus demonstrating a lack
of vacuoles in living tissue from CX717-treated rats. Labels in the upper right corner of each image give the animal number, the treatment (CX717 or vehicle [veh]), and
the objective magnification used to capture the image. The arrow in the vehicle-control panel (upper left) points to a neuronal cell body; physiologists clamp cells of
this type. Vacuoles are several-fold greater in size than the indicated neuron, and thus would be apparent at this magnification if they had been present.
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Figure 9. Vacuoles develop post mortem only in the presence of fixative. Photographs show (in each row) tissue slices through the globus pallidus of the same rat (eg,
No. 68786 in the top row) that was quickly flash frozen without fixation (left column) or fixed by immersion in MFF (right column). As shown, vacuoles (arrows) appear
when the living tissue is immersed in MMF (right) but are not apparent when the slice is quickly frozen without fixation (left). Labels in the upper right corner of each
photomicrograph give the animal number, followed by the treatment (CX717 or vehicle [veh]), followed by the objective magnification used to capture the image.

DISCUSSION
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As positive allosteric modulators of AMPA receptor-mediated
glutamatergic neurotransmission, ampakines represent a
promising new strategy for treating numerous human neurological diseases, including neurodegenerative, mood, psychiatric, and related disorders. However, efforts to develop the
class II (“low impact”) ampakine CX717 face current safety
concerns and a previous regulatory hold due to the finding of
widespread neuropil vacuolation in brain tissue samples from
rats and monkeys following chronic treatment with high
doses of the molecule. The current program of in vivo, ex vivo,
and in vitro studies was undertaken to investigate whether or

not this vacuologenic potential represents a class effect of
such low-impact ampakines, and to define the pathogenic
mechanisms responsible for generation of this finding. Our
extensive data from numerous animal studies indicate that
induction of neuropil vacuoles is a specific property of CX717
rather than a chemical class effect, and furthermore that
these vacuoles represent a postmortem artifact of tissue processing rather than evidence of direct CX717-induced neurotoxicity. This interpretation is supported by multiple lines of
evidence.
The anatomic characteristics of the CX717-associated
vacuoles observed in tissues derived from in vivo treatment indicate that they arise in astrocytes rather than within neurons,
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Figure 10. Vacuoles develop soon after fixation begins and increase in size over time. Vacuoles (bright spaces of variable size) appear after fixation is initiated in 140mm-thick sections of globus pallidus from two CX717-treated rats (No. 69277, left column; No. 69262, right column) that were mounted on a microscope slide without
fixation (top row) or after different fixation intervals. In both cases, vacuoles were absent in unfixed tissue (top row) in but increased progressively in numbers and size
with time over 30 min. Some inter-animal variability in the severity of postfixation vacuolization is evident in these panels.
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and are present in the perivascular space adjacent to blood vessels. At the light microscopic level, the vacuoles develop chiefly
in neuropil and myelinated fiber bundles, often following the
course of small capillaries. Many vacuoles are partially bounded
by GFAP. By Transmission electron Microspcopy (TEM), the
vacuoles may be identified as swollen, perivascular, glial cell
processes. This distribution and molecular signature suggest
that the affected cells are astrocytes and that vacuoles represent swollen astrocytic processes. Vacuoles may impinge on
neuronal and glial nuclei, but they are not associated with visible degenerative changes or death of either of these neural cell
types. Further, there are no effects on neuronal function as confirmed by electrophysiology. Although astrocytes express AMPA
receptors (Fan et al., 1999) that may be modulated by ampakines,
glial reactions consistent with chronic chemically induced

neurotoxicity (eg, astrocyte hypertrophy and hyperplasia with
increased expression of GFAP) are absent in the brains of
CX717-treated animals. This microscopic pattern suggests that
the vacuoles do not represent a typical neurotoxic event (ie,
leading to cell degeneration and death) but rather embody an
unusual biologic manifestation leading to an enhanced vacuolation artifact.
Additional in vivo and ex vivo studies with brains of
ampakine-treated rats reveals that vacuoles are artifacts associated with tissue processing conditions, specifically brain preservation in aldehyde-based fixatives. CX717-associated vacuoles
developed following both immersion or perfusion procedures
and were larger and more numerous as the length of fixation
was increased. Vacuoles also were more pronounced if CX717
treatment was longer, and in the absence of a long post-
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Figure 11. Neuronal electrophysiological responses were not impacted by CX717 treatment. A, Traces of local field responses recorded from the globus pallidus of a
CX717-treated rat collected at regular stimulus duration steps (I/O experiment) are overlaid. The positive-going responses were insensitive to stimulus polarity (ie, positive (þ) vs negative () input current). B, Graph shows fEPSP amplitudes plotted as a function of time. Bath application of the glutamate receptor antagonist DNQX (10
mM) nearly eliminated the fEPSP (traces inset, top), confirming that these are glutamatergic synaptic responses. C, Cortico- striatal synaptic responses of the type described in (B) from a vehicle-treated control animal collected at regular stimulus duration steps are overlaid; D, Graph shows fEPSP amplitude versus stimulation duration steps from I/O experiment in (C). E and F, I/O experiment (same as in panels c and d) for a CX717-treated animal. G and H, Representative IPSC responses,
following by spontaneous mini-potentials collected from caudate/putamen neurons by the whole-cell recording technique in slices prepared from vehicle-treated (g)
and CX717-treated (H) animals: No differences were detected in response amplitudes.
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treatment recovery period for CX717. Importantly, CX717associated vacuoles were not induced in unfixed frozen sections
of brain from CX717-treated rats, indicating that the lesions do
not represent evidence of CX717-mediated neurotoxicity. In addition, vacuoles do not occur in brain neuropil of rats treated
in vivo with other structurally related class II ampakines
(CX1739 and CX1763), demonstrating that the change is not a
class effect.
Given the fact that vacuoles occur with CX717 only in the
presence of formaldehyde and methanol and the literature suggests that N-oxide of CX717 might react with formaldehyde under certain conditions (Acree et al., 1991, Holm, 1987, Seng and
Ley, 1972, Woldman et al., 1994), we conducted preliminary
experiments to determine the chemical properties of such mixtures. When tested in a cell-free aqueous solution, the experiments revealed that exposure of CX717 to the same formalin/
methanol solution used as a fixative in the previous neurohistology analyses produced a substantial heat-producing (7.3 C)

reaction. These experiments suggest that CX717-associated
vacuoles might result from an exothermic reaction of CX717
reacting with standard histology fixatives containing formaldehyde and methanol, the principal components in commercial
formalin and glyoxal preparations. Such a significant exothermic reaction would be capable of vaporizing low-molecular
weight components (H2O, NO, amines, NH3) to produce
gas bubbles within the microenvironment of brain slices, particularly in perivascular regions, producing spatial disruption of
the neuropil (ie, vacuolation) via local expansion of the gas. This
process may be abetted by astrocyte swelling. This hypothesis
merits additional study.
In summary, our robust dataset—including neuropathology
assessment, biomarker evaluation, time-course photography,
transmission electron microscopy, and chemistry experiments—permit the safety of CX717 and the class II ampakines
to be viewed in a new light. Our data indicate that CX717associated vacuoles do not represent evidence of a genuine
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fixatives that do include aldehydes for preserving some brain
regions. Although such modifications do not yield optimal
structural conservation of delicate brain neuropil, they would
prevent the generation of CX717-associated vacuoles. The critical take-home message is that the CX717-associated vacuoles
do not represent a risk for human patients being treated with
agents of this molecular class. Accordingly, the current data
should clear the path for continuing clinical research on the use
of this promising class of compounds to treat a broad range of
currently underserved neurological diseases.
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